Ordering and information contact:
Davida (UK) Ltd.
4-6 Pilgrim Street,
Birkenhead, Merseyside,
England CH41 5EH

Fax: +44 (0)151 649 9611
Email: sales@davida.co.uk
See our website www.davida.co.uk
for full range of products and location
of distributors and dealers worldwide.
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Tel: +44 (0)151 647 2419

At Davida we have been defining quality in our own way
for more than thirty years. A genuine and relentless pursuit
rewarded with a worldwide reputation for the quietest,
most comfortable and well made helmets available.

code

60

Helmet Sizes:

54-58cm

58-61cm

To select correct size helmet, simply measure the full circumference
of the head above the ears and around the forehead.

Choose Your Paintwork

The Davida Classic does not
conform to any current helmet
safety standards.

Standard

Bespoke
We offer a bespoke
paintwork service.
This is by special order
only. The delivery time
is sometimes longer.
Example shown is one
of the designs we have
produced for a customer.

Classic Facemask
60070 Black
60071 Brown
60102
Silver

60104
Gloss Black

60105
Matt Black

60113
Cream,
Black Leather

60513
Cream,
Brown Leather

Two Tone

60200
Sliver/Black

We design and manufacture all our helmets at the Davida workshops near Liverpool in
England. Our design engineers work hand in hand with our team of technicians to constantly
improve quality and performance. Each helmet is individually hand built to precise standards
with the manufacturing procedure carefully regulated.
Inspired by our own love of motorcycles we continue to produce our unique and highly
distinctive range of hand built, leather lined open face helmets with classic lines and shapes
that capture the spirit of motorcycling-adventure and freedom.

madeat Davida

Our distinctive range of designs and traditional colours are inspired by the racers and street
cultures of the past. Each helmet is individually hand masked and decaled to create each
colourway or if desired we offer a bespoke service.

61-64cm

The Davida Classic retains all the original
features of the low dome racing helmet and
is an authentic example of the first helmet
especially manufactured for motorcycle racing
in the 1950’s.

Complex

60220
Black/Silver

60221
Black/White

60270
Black/
White Check

60290
Red/White/
Green

60532
60533
Black/
Black/
Orange Flames Silver Flames

60501
Confederate

60502
Renegade

60504
Matt Black
Mashed

60510
Black/Silver
Thunderbolt

60530
Union Jack

60535
Union Jack
Mono

Complex

Optional Peak
Not detachable. By Special Order.
60080

The Davida Classic

60500
Mashed

Racing Series

Leather Interior with adjustable two tier
cotton webbed harness.
Internal harness and leather neck curtain
is lock stitched to full circumference of
the shell.

60102
Jim Redman

60701
Hugh
Anderson

60702
60703
John Blanchard Rob Bron

60704
Ralph Bryans

60705
John Cooper

60706
Geoff Duke

60707
Esso
Gunnerson

60708
Eric Hinton

60709
Umberto
Masetti

60710
Marti
Personen

60712
Tommy Robb

60713
Heinz Rosner

60714
Luigi Taveri

60715
Peter Williams

Fibreglass composite shell - Hand sculpted
to retain classic dome shape of the original
helmets of the 1950’s.
Quilted neck curtain, finely tailored,
and lined with brushed cotton.
Secured with studs and webbing with
double D ring.
Goggle strap retainer.

60711
Ray Pickrell

Please see our website for the full range of colourways and bespoke designs.

